To keep you informed:

Baltimore Police are currently investigating a theft that occurred at 3300 Lovegrove (between 3300 St. Paul and N. Charles St) which occurred at 3:34 p.m. on December 9, 2019. The victim, a JHU student arranged via Facebook to sell a laptop computer. The student was met by a suspect at the above location. Suspect exited the passenger side door of a gray Volvo (a possible Pennsylvania tag LCE 7349) and received the laptop from the victim. Suspect got back in the vehicle with the laptop, and then left the scene without paying.

Suspects: Male, 6 ft. tall with short dreads, and a tattoo or scar on right jaw

And an unknown driver with no description

If you are the victim of a crime, please call Campus Safety and Security or Baltimore 911 immediately! Please try to pay attention to the description(s) of your assailant(s). It is helpful to note:

- Skin complexion – light vs dark
- Height – tall vs medium vs short
- Body shape – heavy set vs medium build vs slender
- Age – approximate age
- Hair – long vs short; straight vs curly
- Clothing – shirt, pants, jacket, hat – colors and anything distinctive

Campus Safety and Security is here to help. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you are the victim of a crime, or even if you simply feel uncomfortable about something. If students are engaged in selling property, they should consider a BPD Police station or Campus Security as safe meeting places.